An operant task in which octopuses learn to locate food by a visual cue in a three-choice maze shows that they are capable of integrating visual and mechanosensory information to direct their arm movements to a goal.
Seeing an object, reaching toward it and grasping it is something we, as humans, do every day. Yet the ease with which we perform this task belies the complexity of the neural computations that underlie it. Briefly, a salient object must be located and its position encoded by the visual system. Then a series of motor commands must be generated that move the arm to the object, allowing the hand to grasp the object and retrieve it. The visuomotor transformations necessary for reaching are complicated even with two joints that primarily determine the position of the hand.
An octopus has eight highly flexible arms that can be used for reaching and grasping as well as for an array of other behaviours such as walking, swimming, digging and grooming [1] . Because they are soft-bodied, with a hydrostatic skeleton rather than a hard, articulated skeleton like those of vertebrates or arthropods, each octopus arm has a potentially enormous number of degrees of freedom for executing any particular action. This hyper-redundancy, both in the number of arms and their movements, presents greater challenges for the visual control of limb movements in octopuses than in humans. Indeed, given the difficulty of the task, some researchers have doubted whether octopuses are capable of visually-directed reaching [2] . Nevertheless, as they report in this issue of Current Biology, Gutnick et al. [3] have found that individuals of one octopus species, Octopus vulgaris, can indeed learn to use vision to direct an arm to a target.
Gutnick et al. [3] placed a three-choice transparent maze in a tank with a single octopus (Figure 1 ). On each trial one compartment of the maze, selected at random, contained food along with a black disc to indicate its presence. During the experiment, the octopus had to reach up through a vertical tube leading to the maze and then choose one of the three compartments. The octopus had to reach through air, preventing it from using chemical cues, so that its only means of correctly locating the food was the black disc. Six of the seven octopuses used in the study learnt to select the compartment containing the food by detecting the associated visual cue and moving one arm through the maze to the correct compartment. The octopuses' performance was highly variable, requiring from 61 to 211 trials until an octopus was deemed to have met the criteria for learning by choosing the correct compartment five times in a row.
The authors describe several additional lines of evidence that attest to the importance of vision for locating the food and directing an arm through the maze towards it [3] . Substituting the transparent maze for an opaque one reduced the performance of the octopuses to the same levels as naïve individuals. On unsuccessful trials, octopuses were also more likely to have adopted positions within the tank that did not afford a clear view of the target. The movements of the arm itself also changed as an octopus learnt to use vision to direct movement to the compartment they chose. During the first 20 trials, the octopuses selected the compartment containing the food on some trials by chance. On these early successful trials, the octopuses used straight arm movements, in which a bend in the arm was pushed upwards through the central tube and into a compartment, more often than search movements, in which the arm probed and crawled along the vertical tube before entering a compartment. During the last 20 trials, searching movements were used more than straight arm movements. This shift in motor strategy correlates with an increase in the time taken by the octopuses to reach to food on these later trials. Both the increased latency and the switch in motor strategy in later trials are interpreted by the authors as being a consequence of the octopuses controlling their arm movements visually.
This evidence suggests that the octopuses use vision to locate food, position themselves within the tank and reach for it using an arm [3] . Yet these experiments cannot conclusively show how the octopuses use vision to complete this task. An octopus may guide its arm to the food, continuously monitoring the arm's position; it may target the food moving the arm under open loop conditions; or it may use a combination of these two strategies. The present experiments cannot distinguish these possibilities, though they could be tested by altering the position of the food during the task after the onset of reaching. Other invertebrates, such as insects [4] , are capable of visually-targeted forelimb movements, the final location of the limb being determined before the onset of the movement. However, visually-guided reaching requiring visual feedback throughout the movement has not, as yet, been demonstrated.
In this context, the shift in motor strategy from rapid straight arm movements to slower searching movements [3] raises the intriguing possibility that, during the reach, there may be continuous interplay between the visual system and the limb control circuits. In part, limb control in octopuses involves an elaborate peripheral nervous system. Given the lack of a somatotopic organisation of the higher motor centres in octopuses and the failure to find sites in the brain where electrical microstimulation elicits single arm movements [5] , it may be necessary for the visual system to communicate with the peripheral nervous system. Whether the learning is restricted to a single arm or can be generalised to several arms may depend on the extent of the peripheral nervous system contribution.
Yet whatever the mechanism, the visual direction of limb movements requires the transformation of a target location encoded by the retina into a motor pattern moving the arm from its existing position to the target. Thus, generating the motor pattern requires integration of mechanosensory and visual inputs. Although some aspects of octopus reaching have been compared to those of humans [6] , there is no requirement for the architecture of the neural circuits that generate reaching to resemble those of vertebrates. Indeed, given their hydrostatic skeleton, different body plan and life history, this would be surprising.
In demonstrating that octopuses are capable of directing their limb movements using vision, Gutnick et al. [3] have raised numerous intriguing questions about visuomotor control. In particular, it remains unclear the extent to which their visually directed reaching resembles that of humans and other vertebrates. The extent of such convergence may provide vital insights into both the mechanisms of motor control and the evolution of visuomotor systems. Immunology: The Origin of Sweetbreads in Lampreys?
The thymus is required for the differentiation of T lymphocytes. A new study in lampreys indicates that the pharyngeal epithelium of the gill basket supports the development of T-like cells, suggesting the existence of a primitive thymus in these oldest of vertebrates.
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In most jawed vertebrates (gnathostomes), B cells and the majority of other hematopoietic cell lineages develop in the bone marrow or its equivalent. By contrast, T cells develop in a specialized organ known as the thymus, which is derived from the endoderm of the pharyngeal arches. In many cultures, the thymus of calves or lambs is eaten with relish and is known as 'sweetbreads'. Since its discovery as the indispensable organ for T-cell development by Jacques Miller in the early 1960s [1] , the thymus has been studied extensively for its roles in the positive and negative selection of immature T cells with some uniquely spectacular findings [2] . For example, a transcription factor called AIRE is expressed by the thymic medulla and is responsible (in ways that remain rather mysterious) for promoting expression of tissuespecific genes (e.g. pancreatic insulin), so that developing self-reactive T cells can be exposed to self-antigens and then disposed of before being sent to the periphery [3] . Positive selection for 'useful' T cells, i.e. those cells capable of recognizing antigen in association with self major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules, occurs when developing lymphocytes interact with self-MHC-self-peptide complexes displayed on the surface of thymic epithelial cells. It has been shown recently that a thymic-specific proteasome component called b5t
